From Viqui (she/her) : https://www.wecksell.org/
From Viqui (she/her) : Love this graphic!!!
From Beth Najberg : Thanks!
From Kevin Flinn : So true. Beloved men by our whole species! =) <3
From Viqui (she/her) : Daniel tiger
From Jamye Sagan (she/her) : Both the movie and documentary Catherine mentions are excellent.
From Viqui (she/her) : happy
From Cindy Pao : I still get confused when I see him without the visor :-)
From Jamye Sagan (she/her) : I'm excited to see LeVar Burton guest host Jeopardy!
From Cindy Pao : attitudes
From Cindy Pao : That's an excellent tag line
From Cindy Pao : line...
From Jamye Sagan (she/her) : Steve Irwin reminds me of Hagrid from HP in a way
From Cindy Pao : A Safety program is an EXCELLENT example
From Beth Najberg : Catherine, this is excellent. Thanks, Vicqui for sharing her with us!
From Jamye Sagan (she/her) : I'm more of a Bob Ross here
From Cindy Pao : Who else is a Bob Ross?
From Cindy Pao : Yay, Jamye!
From Staci Thompson : Yep Bob Ross here
From Sacha Song : I'm also Team Bob
From Viqui (she/her) : I got 2 points for Bob
From Viqui (she/her) : then one point for each of the rest
From Ann Gordon : Most excellent presentation, Catherine. I'm so glad to be in attendance.
From Jamye Sagan (she/her) : Excellent presentation, Catherine!!!
From Cindy Pao : Thank you, Catherine!
14:23:29 From Marcia Shannon: Engaging and thought provoking. Enjoyed this very much. Thank you.

14:23:56 From Staci Thompson: Can’t hear it

14:23:58 From Kevin Flinn: No audio

14:23:58 From Cindy Pao: Can’t hear it

14:24:18 From Staci Thompson: Now can hear

14:24:20 From Staci Thompson: hear

14:24:22 From Cindy Pao: Can you turn it up?

14:24:23 From Jamye Sagan (she/her): Now I can hear it

14:26:17 From Viqui (she/her): @Beth - We are so lucky to have a great team of servant leaders in our SIG. They all have a heart for finding and sharing our super powers and we get the BEST people who generously share their big giant brains

14:26:42 From Beth Najberg: :) Vicqui.

14:27:05 From Kevin Flinn: Mister Rogers always makes me cry. Such a beautiful human being. I've always loved that sweet, sweet speech.

14:28:23 From Staci Thompson: Thank you! That was a great presentation! :)

14:28:39 From Staci Thompson: You’re welcome! :)

14:31:09 From Staci Thompson: Dolly Parton is another person with a mission to help kids learn to read

14:31:21 From Kevin Flinn: ^ totally ^

14:34:14 From Cindy Pao: Catherine, thank you so much! I really enjoyed your presentation!

14:34:30 From Cindy Pao: Bye, everyone!

14:35:09 From Beth Najberg: Thanks again!

14:37:10 From Jessica Kreger: Super presentation - thank you!

14:38:54 From Maralee Sautter: Thank you! Such a wonderful and engaging presentation. Bye.

14:40:13 From Marcia Shannon: Sorry to leave, this was very much time well spent.